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not included wiki oxygen not included in report rock paper shotgun Contaminated water is an unpleasant substance Oxygen not included, it is a soil for bacteria, it will make your duplicants sick, it pollutes clean water, and over time it will spit out contaminated oxygen. It is in your best interest to manage contaminated water in your base before it gets out of hand and causes you
headaches. Some methods of dealing with contaminated water are better than others, and for example, something oxygen is not included you should find ways to turn this disorder into a benefit to your community. If you find your duplicants knee in deeply polluted water here are some ways to get rid of it. 10 Use it as a coolant Despite toxic side effects and stress, it can cause
your duplicants Contaminated water is actually a very useful tool when used as a coolant. It reaches a much colder temperature than standard water, and it releases your clean water for better use, such as irrigation or drinking. It takes some brainpower to figure out a way to use it as a coolant while limiting its ability to infest your water system and air, but if you can work it out, it's a
great way to make a nuisance and use it to your advantage. 9 Irrigation plants Interesting are some plants that actually require the presence of contaminated water to grow. Pincha Pepper, thimble Reed, and Arbor Tree all need polluted water. Pincha Peppers are used in high quality food recipes, Thimble Reeds are used to produce clothing such as Atmo Suits, and Arbor Trees is
a good fuel source for your machines. So if you have Algae Distillers, Lavatories or Showers that are leaking, or duplicant, that use From your clean water reservoirs like a toilet, it can be diverted to growing useful plants to improve your duplicant life. Life. Turned into fertilizer speaking of plants, that contaminated water can also be converted to fertilizer using fertilizer synthesizer.
This requires a combination of contaminated water, dirt and phosphorytes, which will produce fertilizer and a bit of natural gas. Fertilizer can be used in almost any plant to double its growth rate in one cycle. This is a great way to cut down on plants with long maturation times like Nosh sprout. If you don't need contaminated water cooling something down or feeding plants it's a
great exercise. 7 CleansEs Into Clean Water If you don't need it for the above purposes, then the next best thing you can do is clean up the contaminated water in clean water. It's not as effective as the above methods, but if your duplicants need drinking water or you're accidentally contaminated in a clean reservoir, then that's what you should do with it. To clean contaminated
water pump it through the Liquid Pump into a water meshe or put the swallowed fish into the reservoir. It does not remove any of the germs, so you will need a second step to make it safe to drink, for example, adding a little chlorine, but if you just don't need water for drinking or bathing, then you're probably good to go. 6 Bottle So if contaminated water is a strange spot, there's not
much of it, whether you don't have the means to clean it or use it, then bottling it's a good option. Simply place the jar over the liquid and your duplicants transport the bottles with your hands to the storage area. Your duplicants won't be infected with germs, but they can accidentally put them in your sink or Microbe Mushers to keep an eye on them while they're carrying bottles and
make sure they don't pull it out of storage. Otherwise, it is a great way to store liquids that have zero risk of infecting other water supplies. 5 Feed to Hatches Some players have been successful in producing coal by feeding contaminated water bottles to hatches. To do this, simply put bottled water in the hatch on the way and wait until they eat them. Granted it is by no means
effective and certainly isn't a guaranteed means of production. But if you have a large collection of bottled contaminated water and don't know what to do with it, just chuck them off your hatch and let them deal with it. Plus extra coal now and then always be nice and can save you food. 4 Boil steam The last beneficial use of contaminated water is to turn it into steam and use it in
Steam Turbines to power their base or use it as a fuel for Steam Engines. Keep in mind, this is incredibly inefficient because contaminated water takes 121.35 degrees to turn into steam, while clean water requires only 101.35. There's also the issue of contaminated water producing blocks of dirt when it evaporates, which can cause problems in your system and requires
duplicants to permanently clean it up. This can be done by is not very effective in can get annoying every now and then. 3 Isolate it, if you absolutely do not use contaminated water and do not want to be confused with it, then the easiest thing you can do is isolate it. Whether you dump it naturally in a cave or carved out a reservoir just stick the pump into the water and use the
piping to pump it wherever you want. It's handy if you lack the resources to clean it up or if you want to hang on to it plant irrigation and just don't have your garden set up yet. This is an easy way to get it from your base, but still holding onto it later to use. 2 Freeze it, if you're still worried about contaminated water polluting your system, then you can store it safely by freezing it. You
can use Ice Maker to freeze your reservoir, or you can simply dump the infected supply of Frozen Biome and let the cool environment do the job for you. This is a much less efficient storage method, and if you use Ice Maker it can be a waste of resources. Unless you have a plan using frozen contaminated water, just store it in liquid condition. 1 Dump It's the ultimate option and
least recommended to deal with contaminated water is to dump it into space. Routing your contaminated water through pipes to the edges of the asteroid and letting the vacuum eme it out is definitely an opportunity to get rid of it. But honestly, you're removing potential resources from games that could benefit your duplicants' lives. Unless your duplicants are drowning in
contaminated water, and this is a matter of life and death, you should use it or store it. NEXT: 10 Best Survival Games of All Time Next 10 Video Games with Insanely Complex Stories by Author Ben Baker (255 articles Published) More From Ben Baker Next Base Description object and structure Sophistication Prev Basics Description of objects and structures utilities Exemplary
infrastructure and gas distribution. Managing gases and liquids is one of the main problems you will have to process after the first cycles in your base. In this tab you will find everything that is related to transport from these resources. You will not only need to clean the premises from gases or liquids, but also transport them to the appropriate machine and equipment. First, we start
with the sanitary category. The holding building is the first structure, you should build from all available objects in the game. This will ensure that the duplicates meet one of their essential requirements. The improved farm part version is the toilet. It requires connection to the sewer, it is a pipe that supplies clean water and drainage pipe. The shower uses a similar system and will
allow you to meet the sanitary requirements of your duplicates and improve your mood. It primarily serves as a means to relieve stress, and is not as essential as toilets. The second category of equipment is systems for transporting liquids and gases through suitable pipes. Means of transport are used for the following pipes: liquid/gas pipe, insulated liquid/gas pipe (insulated pipe,
resistant to external temperatures) and liquid/gas pipe bridge (special pipe used as a bridge over other pipes to avoid intersection. Like wires, you can put pipes in empty rooms and under stairs or segments. They have a bad effect on the décor, so it is worth hiding them under the tiles. Objects with fairly obvious names are used for pumping - liquid/gas pumps. They need
connections to the mains and pipes, which will bring resources to their destination. For water or other liquids, set the pump to the lowest possible level. You should also build tanks for liquids similar to the ladder pattern, so that the remnants of liquid do not spread in large areas. The gas pump is a little more complex because a variety of gases rise to special heights. This is not a
problem if there is only one type of gas in a particular room. A liquid/gas outlet is a small structure from which a particular gas or liquid will be released through the pipes after transport through the pipes. These exits can be used, for example, to supply cool air or to supply water from remote reservoirs. The distribution system is cleverly done, so if you have some outlets, the game
will split the same share of resources into each of them. This is where two other items also become handy: the liquid/gas valve, which is the valve that determines the amount/concentration of the substance in the pipe, and the liquid/gas filter. Filters allow to route a specific substance to another pipe. If used wisely, they can be the most valuable tool in the whole system, for
example, by choosing only oxygen from a pump that works in a contaminated room. Next Base Description of objects and structures Sophistication Prev Base Description object and structure Utilities Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Time to start your colony! Oxygen is not included in the game guide contains tons of valuable information
about the basic aspects of the game, base expansion, take care of your colonists and their needs. Oxygen is not included in the game guide contains tons of valuable information about the basic aspects of the game, base expansion, caring for your colonists and their needs, and the environment and creatures that you encounter during exploration. You will have to properly assign
the work to match your individual settlers skills. In addition, your subordinates will also be exposed to large amounts of stress, which, if unrepressed, can lead to very unpleasant consequences. In addition, you will have to take care of your duplicants health, warmth and even the aesthetics of your base. Finally, you will need to one major survival factor, oxygen. Without it, the
colonists on the asteroid don't last long in this world because during your mandatory holiday on that asteroid, Oxygen is not included! The latest production from Klei Entertainment studio is a mixture of simulation and colony management of the asteroid. In some respects, the game resembles its previous creation - Don't Starve. Not only is graphics similar, but the most important
common feature is the survival aspect. In unknown circumstances, your group of settlers, or rather duplicates, is on an asteroid. With few resources and a machine capable of printing more duplicates, they are creating the conditions needed to keep themselves alive. Important! The guide is based on an early version of the game, and developers have announced changes and new
items at regular intervals. In addition, you can face mistakes that will be difficult or even impossible to play. Please verify that the version currently running complies with the wizard. Although many tips will be universal, some details may change or be further developed. Current version of the game guide: LU-356355 based on launch upgrade. Oxygen is not included in the game
guide contains: the first steps to be taken, and what is needed to survive.Information, about your duplicants and their abilities. Descriptions of all resources available for the game. Tips for expanding the base. Descriptions of structures and objects to be built. What technology should you start researching. What creatures are playing, what they do and how they can be used.
Mateusz Kozik (www.gamepressure.com) Next The Basics Interface Interface Author : Mateusz Kozik Kozik for gamepressure.com Translator : Krzysztof Northern Bartula last update : June 26, 2017 Guide contains: 36 pages, 99 images. Use the comments below to submit your updates and corrections in this guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free
iOS App Time to Start Your Colony! Oxygen is not included in the game guide contains tons of valuable information about the basic aspects of the game, base expansion, take care of your colonists and their needs. Oxygen is not included in the game guide contains tons of valuable information about the basic aspects of the game, base expansion, caring for your colonists and
their needs, and the environment and creatures that you encounter during exploration. You will have to properly assign the work to match your individual settlers skills. In addition, your subordinates will also be exposed to large amounts of stress, which, if unrepressed, can lead to very unpleasant consequences. In addition, you will have to take care of your duplicants health,
warmth and even the aesthetics of your base. Finally, you one major survival factor, oxygen. Without it, the colonists on the asteroid don't last long in this world because during your mandatory holiday on that asteroid, Oxygen is not included! The latest production from Klei Entertainment studio is a mixture of simulation and colony management of the asteroid. In some respects,
the game resembles its previous creation - Don't Starve. Not only is graphics similar, but the most important common feature is the survival aspect. In unknown circumstances, your group of settlers, or rather duplicates, is on an asteroid. With few resources and a machine capable of printing more duplicates, they are creating the conditions needed to keep themselves alive.
Important! The guide is based on an early version of the game, and developers have announced changes and new items at regular intervals. In addition, you can face mistakes that will be difficult or even impossible to play. Please verify that the version currently running complies with the wizard. Although many tips will be universal, some details may change or be further
developed. Current version of the game guide: LU-356355 based on launch upgrade. Oxygen is not included in the game guide contains: the first steps to be taken, and what is needed to survive.Information, about your duplicants and their abilities. Descriptions of all resources available for the game. Tips for expanding the base. Descriptions of structures and objects to be built.
What technology should you start researching. What creatures are playing, what they do and how they can be used. Mateusz Kozik (www.gamepressure.com) Next The Basics Interface Interface Author : Mateusz Kozik Kozik for gamepressure.com Translator : Krzysztof Northern Bartula last update : June 26, 2017 Guide contains: 36 pages, 99 images. Use the comments below
to submit your updates and corrections in this guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Time to Start Your Colony! Oxygen is not included in the game guide contains tons of valuable information about the basic aspects of the game, base expansion, take care of your colonists and their needs. Oxygen is not included in the game guide
contains tons of valuable information about the basic aspects of the game, base expansion, caring for your colonists and their needs, and the environment and creatures that you encounter during exploration. You will have to properly assign the work to match your individual settlers skills. In addition, your subordinates will also be exposed to large amounts of stress, which, if
unrepressed, can lead to very unpleasant consequences. In addition, you will have to take care of your duplicants health, warmth and even the aesthetics of your base. Finally, you one major survival factor, oxygen, must be processed. Without it, the colonists on the asteroid don't last long in this world because during your mandatory holiday on that asteroid, Oxygen is not
included! The latest production from Klei Entertainment studio is a mixture of simulation and colony management of the asteroid. In some respects, the game resembles its previous creation - Don't Starve. Not only is graphics similar, but the most important common feature is the survival aspect. In unknown circumstances, your group of settlers, or rather duplicates, is on an
asteroid. With few resources and a machine capable of printing more duplicates, they are creating the conditions needed to keep themselves alive. Important! The guide is based on an early version of the game, and developers have announced changes and new items at regular intervals. In addition, you can face mistakes that will be difficult or even impossible to play. Please
verify that the version currently running complies with the wizard. Although many tips will be universal, some details may change or be further developed. Current version of the game guide: LU-356355 based on launch upgrade. Oxygen is not included in the game guide contains: the first steps to be taken, and what is needed to survive.Information, about your duplicants and their
abilities. Descriptions of all resources available for the game. Tips for expanding the base. Descriptions of structures and objects to be built. What technology should you start researching. What creatures are playing, what they do and how they can be used. Mateusz Kozik (www.gamepressure.com) Next The Basics Interface Interface Author : Mateusz Kozik Kozik for
gamepressure.com Translator : Krzysztof Northern Bartula last update : June 26, 2017 Guide contains: 36 pages, 99 images. Use the comments below to submit your updates and corrections in this guide. Guide.
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